BLOOMBERG INTELLIGENCE – CONSUMER STAPLES

CONSUMER STAPLES CHEAT SHEET

NEWS
NI BVA <GO> – Alcoholic Beverages News
NI BVG <GO> – Beverages News
NI FOOD <GO> – Food News
NI FBR <GO> – Food and Fiber News
NI FOODINF <GO> – Food Inflation News
NI FDR <GO> – Food Stores News
NI ORGFOOD <GO> – Organic Food News
NI HOU <GO> – Household Products News
NI TOB <GO> – Tobacco News
CN <GO> – Consumer Staples News by Company
FIRS NI <GO> – FIRST WORD Filter to Consumer Staples
NI BMRSMCONSS <GO> – Consumer Staples Sector Model
TOP AGR <GO> – Agriculture News

CONSUMER STAPLES INDUSTRY
BI <GO> – Bloomberg Intelligence
BNEF <GO> – Bloomberg New Energy Finance
NRGZ <GO> – Energy Industry Reports

SECURITY ANALYSIS
DES <GO> – Company Description
FA <GO> – Fundamental Analysis
FA PGE <GO> – Product Revenue Segmentation
EEO <GO> – EPS and Other Stats Estimates
EEB <GO> – EPS and Other Stats Estimates Detail
EEG <GO> – Estimates Graph
MA <GO> – Technology M&A

INDUSTRY DASHBOARDS
BI BEVGG <GO> – Beverages, Global
BI FOODG <GO> – Food Manufacturing, Global
BI FOODN <GO> – Food Manufacturing, North America
BI FOODE <GO> – Food Manufacturing, Europe
BI FOODA <GO> – Food Manufacturing, Asia-Pacific
BI RETFG <GO> – Food Retailers, Global
BI RETFN <GO> – Food Retailers, North America
BI RETFE <GO> – Food Retailers, Europe
BI HHCPG <GO> – Household Products Mfg, Global
BI MMERN <GO> – Mass Merchants, North America
BI TOBCG <GO> – Tobacco, Global

INDUSTRY TOOLS/DATA
BI BEVGG 1114 <GO> – Global Brewery Volumes
Information Resources (IRI) Beverage Data
BI FOODN 1094 <GO> – North America Information
Resources (IRI) Beverage Data
BI FOODE 1089 <GO> – European Euromonitor
Company Market Share
BI RETFG INDD <GO> – Food Retailers Industry
Level Statistics
BI HHCPG HEAD <GO> – Household Products
Information Resources (IRI) Data
BI HHCPG 1072 <GO> – Home, Beauty & Personal Care
Euromonitor Market Size
BI MMERN 1089 <GO> – Mass Merchants Pricing Study
BI RETFN KEY <GO> – Food Retailers Pricing Studies
BI TOBCG 1133 <GO> – Tobacco Information
Resources (IRI) Data
BI TOBCG 1099 <GO> – Global Consumption
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